Appendix C: PRI’s PAA activities 1998-2003

Stephen Matthews organized each of the following PAA GIS-related workshops

1. May 2003 post-conference workshop on GIS and Demography in Minneapolis, MN.
   PRI staff included Stephen Matthews, Michelle Zeiders and Jason Smith in partnership with staff at the Minnesota Population Center including Petra Noble, Cathy Fitch and Jonathan Schroeder. Approximately 22 attendees (3 others enrolled but did not show)

2. May 2002 pre-conference workshop on GIS and Demography in Atlanta, GA.
   PRI staff included Stephen Matthews, Michelle Zeiders, Steve Graham and Jason Smith with guest presenter Dr. Paul Voess, Wisconsin. Approximately 25 attendees

3. March 2001 pre-conference workshop on GIS and Demography in Washington D.C.
   PRI staff included Stephen Matthews, Steve Graham, Jim Detwiler, Michael Stout with guest presenters Dr. Ned Levine (Nevine Associates) and Dr. David Wong (George Mason University). Approximately 25 attendees

4. March 2000 pre-conference workshop on GIS and Demography in Los Angeles, CA.
   PRI staff included Stephen Matthews, Jim Detwiler, Karen Hayslett-McCall in partnership with Alice Hagen at the Applied Population Lab/CDE, Wisconsin. Approximately 45 attendees (there were two workshops with the afternoon section being more advanced and targeting a different audience)

5. March 1999 pre-conference GIS Workshop in New York City, NY.
   PRI staff included Stephen Matthews, Jim Cameron, Christian Calienes in partnership with staff of the Spatial Analysis Core, Carolina Population Center including Stephen Macgregor and John Spencer. Approximately 25 attendees

6. April 1998 pre-conference GIS Workshop in Chicago, IL.
   PRI staff included Stephen Matthews, Jim Cameron, Christian Calienes in partnership with staff of the Spatial Analysis Core, Carolina Population Center including Stephen Macgregor and John Spencer. Approximately 25 attendees

Matthews has been asked by Stephanie Dudley of the PAA to organize a GIS Workshop at the 2004 PAA in Boston, MA in April, 2004.